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IATA testing Checkpoint of the Future security concept 
Imagine clearing airport security in a 
reasonable amount of time, without the hassle 
of removing your shoes and avoiding the 
tedious task of taking your laptop out of its 
case and heaving it into a bin for inspection. 
For the last two years IATA has been working 
to make that scenario a reality through its 
ambitious scheme dubbed Checkpoint of the 
Future (COF) unveiled in 2011. Read more 

British Airways safety storm over pilot’s bawdy cockpit text 
A SENIOR British Airways pilot typed a bawdy text 
message on a cockpit computer and texted the photo to 
his lover in a staggering safety breach. Brazen Graeme 
Hindley is also said to have taken a picture out of the 
window of the plane as it was descending over central 
London and sent it to the woman. Read more 

Singapore Airport Takes Precautions for Haze 

Singapore’s Changi Airport has increased the allotted 
space between departing and landing aircraft as a thick 
haze from burning forests in neighboring Indonesia 
envelops the island nation, reducing visibility at its two 
runways. Still, flights have not been disrupted. Read more 

Planes in 'near-miss' collision over New York City 

US aviation officials are investigating a near-collision between two jets in the skies over 
New York City. On 13 June, a Delta Airlines Boeing 747 and a Shuttle America Embraer 
E170 came within 200ft (60m) vertically and half a mile (800m) horizontally from one 
another, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said. Read more 

Plane makes emergency landing in Mumbai after bomb scare 

A Kuala Lumpur-bound Oman Air flight from Muscat on Saturday made an emergency 
landing here after a mid-air bomb scare, airport officials said. The flight landed safely 
and the plane has been taken to a remote bay according to a Mumbai airport 
spokesperson. Read more 
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US, S. Korea holding joint bioterrorism exercise 

U.S. and South Korean officials will hold their third annual joint 
anti-bioterrorism exercise in Seoul, a sprawling mega-city of 
more than 10 million residents that some fear could someday 
become a target of an attack. About 80 U.S. officials and 120-
130 South Korean military officials are expected to participate 
in the tabletop exercise. Read more 

IDF Strikes Terror Targets in Gaza 
IDF aircraft attacked several terror targets in Gaza early 
Monday morning, the IDF Spokesperson’s Unit said in a 
statement. The sites targeted include two weapons storage 
sites in central Gaza, as well as a rocket launching site and a 
center of terrorist activity in southern Gaza. Read more 

Syrian capital rocked by suicide bombers in latest bloodshed 

Suicide bombers targeted security compounds in 
Damascus and a car bomb exploded in a pro-regime 
district there Sunday, killing at least eight people, the 
latest in a surge of civil war violence in the capital.  
Read more 

Border agents to be sentenced for smuggling 

Two brothers who worked as Border Patrol agents were scheduled to be sentenced for 
smuggling hundreds of immigrants into the United States in one of the highest-profile 
corruption cases to sting the federal agency in a decade. Raul and Fidel Villarreal face a 
maximum of 50 years in prison and at least $1.25 million in penalties when they appear 
before U.S. District Court Judge John A. Houston in San Diego. Read more 

Al Qaeda says hostages in North Africa alive, open to talks 
Eight hostages, including five from France, being held by al Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM) are safe, the Islamist group said in a statement posted on its Twitter 
account on Saturday. The statement coincided with rallies across France organised by 
the families of French hostages who were seized in Niger in September 2010 to mark 
more than 1,000 days of captivity. Read more 

Edward Snowden due to quit Moscow in Ecuador asylum bid 

Fugitive former US intelligence contractor Edward 
Snowden is due to fly out of Russia in the next few 
hours in a bid to seek asylum in Ecuador. 
Washington says it is urging countries in the 
"Western Hemisphere" not to let Mr Snowden 
enter their territory. Read more 
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